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Students Choose Lancers
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Renaissance Dinner Brings
Christmas Spirit

Photo: Nancy Cosier

audience with sacred and secular
By FRANCES HALL
selections associated with
Yorkshire pudding, wassail, Christmas. Musical instruments
and 16th Century entertainment of the Renaissance period will be
will be among the first signs of included such as the harpsicord
the Christmas season here at and the lute. This year's
Ix)ngwood College. The annual production of the Renaissance
Renaissance Christmas dinner Dinner will include some new
will be presented for three additions. A jester, a mime,
consecutive evenings, beginning traditional English dances, and
on Friday, December 2.
four acrobats are among the new
The Renaissance Dinner is additions.
patterned after Advent Season
Due to the popularity of the
celebrations in "merrie olde Renaissance Dinner, another
Englande." From the first change is that the performance
trumpet fanfares to the last will be given for three nights this
Christmas carol, the audience year. Initiated two years ago
will have the opportunity to take when it was only presented for
part in one of the most one evening, the dinner has been
entertaining events of the year at expanded each year since. It was
Longwood. Dressed in 16th only to be offered for two nights
Century attire, the Camarata this year, but both nights were
singers will entertain the sold out the first day that seating
began. It was then decided to.
offer the dinner for a third night
which was also sold out
immediately following '.he
official announcement. This
loliday event has received much
interest and support from the
community. According to Joe

'Your Mission, Should You
Decide To Accept It . . .'
By DEBBIE MOUL
"We're all better served if the
government does not break the
law."
John Marks, co-author of "CIACult of Intelligence" maintained
this point of view throughout his
lecture in Jarman Auditorium,
Tuesday, November 15. Marks
stated
that the
Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) is a
schizophrenic organization
comprised of two parts, the
"Overt" part and the "Dirty
Tricks People". The overt part is
primarily concerned with
gathering information. The
"Dirty Tricks People" have
among them the geniuses that
brought plots to assasinate Fidel
Castro.
To familiarize the audience
with CIA involvement in
international affairs as well as
matters on the homefront, Mr.
Marks proceeded to show a film
made in 1975, slightly outdated
yet explanatory. The first issue
discussed dealt with how the CIA
and U.S. presidents fought
'bloody wars in Indochina. It
wasn't long before the CIA
encountered the Vietnamese and
thus engaged in war. This was
done secretly in I^aos as the CIA
did not want anyone else to know
what they were after. This
"secret war" was supervised or
"run"
from
the
CIA
headquarters building in I^aos.
As the situation grew worse, the
CIA was compelled to establish a
Secret Air Command wherein
agents were stationed in
Thailand. As the army lost

ground, the CIA began to
increase the bombing by the use
of B-52 bombers. This occurred in
1962 and it wasn't until
September of 1969 that Congress
learned of these tactics. Tom
McCoy, a former CIA official in
charge of Asia, stated that he
does not "feel guilty about the
number of people that died." The
Paris
Peace
Agreement
comprised in 1973 brought an end
to this "secret war." It was not
only the end of the war but it was
also the end of I^os, which was
totally devastated at this time.
"Operation Phoenix", a
strategic measure used by the
CIA, was to become a killing
machine to wipe out the enemy. It
stands out as the "grizzliest"
event of the war. a mass
issasination program. At this
lime, a "body count" was a
primary concern or interest of
I he armed forces. A body count
was often thought to be a matter
of expediency to eliminate the
enemy in the field rather than
having to involve oneself with all
of the paperwork. This matter
of expediency" was responsible
for the death of 20,500
Vietnamese. In the Malai
villages, 347 persons were
massacred.
The HA was secretly active in
Chile as well. In 1973, the CIA
financed President Allende's
opposition. Colby spent $8,000,000
to undermine Allende. The CIA's
"Dirty Tricks Department" was
active at this time. They financed
terrorist movements and paid
$350,000 to bribe Chile Officials.

Mitchell, Director of Public
Affairs. 'The Renaissance
Dinner has received BS much
enthusiastic response as any
other event since I've been on
campus, if not more." One
problem that has developed is
that much of this nil rest has
been shown by stuc. ills whi'
cannot get tickets Of the
approximately 675 people who
will attend the dinner, about onethird are students or parents of
students. But for those who will
not be able to attend the dinner,
there will be a technical dress
rehearsal
on
Thursday.
December 1. that will be open to
students, free of charge. The
rehearsal will begin at 7 30 and it
is hoped that students will take
advantage of this opportunity
Dr. James McCray, originator
of the Renaissance Dinner here
at longwood, will play the role of
the "Iiord of Misrule," the leader
of the Christmas revelers. Dr.
McCray has directed this type of
festivity at the University of
South Florida and at St. Mary's
College in Notre Dame, Indiana

Strikers were secretly subsidized
by the CIA. Military regime was
responsible for the death of 15,000
strikers, Henry Kissinger
supervised the Chile operation. In
response to the outcome of this
occurrence Kissinger replied,

Major-Minor Elections

"We paid for it in shame."
As far as the CIA is concerned,
there can be no system of checks
and balances because they do not
know what is going on in secret.
Mr. Marks stated,
'The
government should obey the
law." Our intelligence agencies
have been above or beyond the
law for over thirty years. In the
early 1970's, the CIA had about
10,000 people under surveillance.
The FBI was watching more than
10,000 American citizens.
Virtually anybody working for
a change was a threat to J. Edgar
Hoover. Hoover attempted to
stop black rights and those
individuals against the war in
Viet Nam. The FBI spent more
time and money putting people
under surveillance ra'her than
stopping criminals. Volumes
have been published about every
CIA operation.
Another view that Mr Marks
maintained was that the
"government should tell the
truth." The previous five US.
presidents have lied to protect
CIA programs.
In 1960. a U-2 spy plane was
shot down over
Russia.
Elsenhower said that it was a
weather reconnaisance plane,
unarmed and off-course. This
brought an end to the summit
with Russia.

Wednesday, Nov. 30

Election Speeches

Gold Room
Voting - Thursday, Dec. 1
In 1961, in the Bay of Pigs and the 60's. The secret
Incident, Cuba was invaded. recruitment of students HS well as
Kennedy said that there was no the willing or the unwilling use ol
American
go w e r n m e n t academies all remain a ihp al to
involvment in the incident. False. the integrity and independent ol
American
colleges
and
In 1963, the CIA was involved in
universities
Mr
Marks
believe!
Laos. An unprovoked attack was
that if the CIA wants to come on
made on our destroyers in the
campus and work openly, fine but
Tonken Gulf. Johnson acted
the) should not work secretly
surprised when in all actuality.
The CIA mighl be considered a
we were already making war on method of controlling people.Foi
them by the time they were those individuals that attended
the lecture, much knowledge was
making war on us.
Richard Nixon was one to be gained, it is almost
president that "lied about mostl) frightening that the CIA post
the power that it does or is to
everythu
believed to have. American
In 1975. the question was rai
citizens like to believe they live in
( oncoming the CIA interventions a democratic society. The New
in Portugal, hord secretly had York limes quoted a line I
been financing the opposition in Mr Marks' booh
ment by
Portugal
Henry Kissinger. T'dhatct
t Oficern has grown over the a country go communist just
presence of the CIA oi U s
iuse ofthe irresponsibility of
campuses. There was highly it's own peoplt
Wh
questionable drug and mind- irresponsibility ' T h e
control testing carried out at 80 governments' or the peonl**'
institutions foi th< I IA in the 50's
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"Bing Crosby's Merrie Olde Christmas"

CHRISTMAS DANCE

Taped Before His Death - To Be Aired

Music By
CHESS
Lankf ord Building

Bing Crosby's Christmas
Special, taped in London in
September, to be broadcast!
Wednesday, Nov. 30, on the CBSl
Television Network
Bing Crosby, whose legendary
voice has been a part of
Christmas since he began
celebrating the season in song
approximately a half-century
ago, will be seen Wednesday,
Nov. 30 (9:00-10:00 PM, ET) on
the CBS Television Network in
his annual Christmas special, an
imaginative hour of music,
humor and warmth taped in
Ixmdon in early September, five
weeks before his death on
October 14.
The innovative special, entitled
"Bing Crosby's Merrie Olde
Christmas," is woven around the
Crosby family's responding to an
invitation from an imaginary
British relative, Sir PercivalJ
Crosby, to celebrate the holidays!
in his ancestral English country
home filled upstairs and!
downstairs with characters)
portrayed by some of Britain'sl
most popular performers.
Included are special guest rock
superstar David Bowie, Twiggy,
Ron Moody, top British awardwinning comic genius Stanley!
Baxter, and the Trinity Boysi
Choir (from lx)ndon's Trinity
School), in addition to Crosby's
wife, Kathryn, and their three
children, Harry, Mary Frances
and Nathaniel.
Ron Moody, whose numerous
acting credits include the role of
Fagin in "Oliver" on stage in
Ix)ndon and New York and in the
film version, for which he was

Teams Now
Known As
Lancers
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
I-ongwood students voted on
November 16 on a college
nickname. The choices were
between the l^ancers and the Blue
Jackets. By a 9-1 margin (965101) the students approved the
I oncers as a nickname.
The process of liongwood's
nickname search began one year
ago when the Board of Visitors
charged the Intercollegiate
Athletic Committee to compile a
list of possible nicknames. The
I AC came up with 88 names,
which had been submitted by
students, faculty, and alumni.
In February of this year, 500
faculty, staff, and students voted
on twelve of these suggested
names. The IAC submitted the
top five names; Crusaders,;
lancers, lions, Pioneers, and
Virginians, to the Board of
Visitors, but expressed a sense of
reservation
about
the
appropriateness of any of them.
The Board asked the IAC to look
further into the matter.
Dr. T.C. Dalton, chairman of
the IAC, appointed a nickname
committee, with Dr. Emeric
Noone as chairman. This
committee brought a list of ten
names to the IAC. which chose
four, the lancers, Blue Jackets,
Saints, and Crusaders, to send to
the Board.
In the Board's November
meeting, they deadlocked on the
lancers and the Blue Jackets.
Instead of deciding the issue at
the meeting, the Board members
referred the vote to the students.

nominated for an Oscar, and
performances in such motion
pictures as "Mouse on the Moon"
and "Twelve Chairs," portrays
Sir Percival in the special.
He also materializes in the
manor house library as Charles
Dickens, chatting with Crosby
and Twiggy about his literary
creations, a scene that leads into
a musical segment in which
Moody and Twiggy portray some
of Dickens' most memorable
characters. Dancing through
winding snow-covered streets
between the gabled buildings of
an old English village, Moody
and Twiggy play such Dickensian
duos as Scrooge and Tiny Tim
from "A Christmas Carol,"
Fagin and the Artful Dodger
from "Oliver Twist," anmd Quilp
and little Nell from "The Old
Curiosity Shop," arguing
musically about their individual
importance to the three Dickens
works.
Stanley Baxter, whose talent as
an actor-comedian, primarily as
an impersonator, has made him
one of the most |>opular British
performers, plays a variety of
roles in the special, including all
three servants in Sir Percival's
household — butler Hudson,
housekeeper Mrs. Bridges, and
maid Rose. He also materializes
as a medieval court jester named
Uslic Hope.
Among the many other musical
highlights of the special is a duet
of "Have Yourself a Merry little
Christmas" by Crosby and
Twiggy, amid memorabilia in a
dusty attic.
Displaying his newer, less

tinseled and more relaxed image,
rock star David Bowie, known for
such record hits as "Ziggy
Stardust," "Young Americans';
and "Fame" and the film "The
Man Who Fell to Earth," joins
Crosby for a blend of "little
Drummer Boy" and "Peace on
Earth."
For a major Christmas Medley
led by Crosby, guests—including
the Trinity Boys Choir, which
happens by to carol on the moors
outside the manor house and is
invited inside—join in the Gothic
drawing room for songs which
range from "Jingle Bells" and
"Winter Wonderland" to "I
Heard the Bells on Christmas
Day," a composition based on the
I-ongfellow poem.
With the simplicity and
sophisticated
style
that
characterized him, Crosby closes
the special with a brief holiday
message that includes his
wishing "all the blessings of the
season" and noting that
"Christmas is...a time to look
back with gratitude at being able
to come this far, and a time to
look ahead with hope and
optimism to a future day when
there will be peace on earth and
good will toward all men..." He
then walks to another area of the
room to solo "White Christmas,"
the song he made the most
popular in the history of recorded
music.
The special was the 42nd
consecutive Christmas show done
by Crosby, who began the
tradition in radio in December
1935.

Student Shakes Hands
With Iranian Ruler
By BRIDGET SCHERZ
Mahlegha
Faraooi,
a
Ix)ngwood student from Iran, got
a regal touch of home last week
when she shook hands and
exchanged greetings with the
king and queen of her country.
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
and Empress Farah had come to
the U. S. to discuss the oil price
and human rights. When
Mahlegha heard that they were
staying in Williamsburg, she and
a friend arranged a pre-dawn,
journey eastward, determined to,
meet them.
At first they were given the
usual misinformation in the
interests of protecting the
visiting monarchs. Mahlegha,
however, was not to be sent away
so easily. A Senior Poli-Sci major

SIG EPs Live
Thanksgiving
On Tuesday, November 22, the
brothers and pledges of Sigma
Phi Epsilon will provide
Thanksgiving baskets to four
area needy families. The
fraternity is working in
conjunction with Farmville's
social service department.
The brothers and pledges are
each donating canned goods, and|
are asking local merchants tot
contribute. Speaking on behalf of!
the fraternity, Kevin Bedsworthj
reports that Bob's Supermarket
and Winn-Dixie have both made]
substantial donations.

who has obviously done her home
work in the fine arts of
persuasion, she convinced the
Security personnel to allow her
and her friend to view the
procession of her distinguished
countrymen. Calling out to them
in her native Iranian she first
caught the ear of her Queen who
greeted the disbelieving student
by taking her hand. Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, whom
Mahlegha admires "as a great
leader and great politician,"
joined them and talked together
for almost 45 minutes.
After living in our country of
presidents, ex-presidents and
former presidents, Mahlegha
sees something special in the
endurance of what she
emphatically feels successful and
respected monarchy, "who has
governed my 2,500 year-old
county for 36 years." That she
feels in the king and queen a
strong sense of national
parentage, and since she lost her
own father earlier this year, it|
was a very moving moment when
Mahlegha told the King that
"next to God, I think of you as my
father."
Inquiring of her college and
major, the Shah instructed her to
get in touch with the ambassador
from Iran in Washington, D.C.
after she graduates. Mahlegha,
who ultimately hopes to get her
PhD in the field of Political
Science, wants to work in the
United Nations or within thq
government of Iran.

Saturday, December 3,1977
8-12 P.M.
$2.00 Per Ticket
Semi-Formal — Formal

Dr. Bergeron Has Variety
Of Teaching Experiences
By LORI DAVIS
"I lived in Maryland for nearly
30 years and I didn't really like it.
I wanted to find a small college
campus that didn't lower
it's standards and had
variety.. .Longwood is that
place." These are the words of a
new member of Longwood's
faculty—Dr.
Jon
David
Bergeron. He is instructing in
Biology and BSCS Biology and is
the Departmental Consultant for
teaching in Secondary Science.
The interests in his field are
Microbiology and Pathology.
He graduated from the
University of Maryland, majoring in Biology, He received
his Masters from Towson State
University. He also did graduate
studies at John Hopkins Hospital.
Dr. Bergeron has had many
orevious teaching experiences.
In 1967 he taught at the
University of Maryland in
Baltimore County. He developed
the Auditorial Biology System
there which included films,
recordings, T.V., labs and
lectures. He then taught about 4
years at Baltimore Community
College where he instructed
nursing students in Anatomy and
Physiology. He also taught
nursing at 5 local hospitals.
At the University of Maryland
School of Medicine he was with
the Department of Pathology and
taught Clinical Microbiology,
Hematology and Histology. Dr.
Bergeron was the guest lecturer
in Anatomy and Physiology,
Director of Student Clinical
Rotation in Microbiology,
Medical Terminology, Medical
Assisting, and Health. At the
same time. Dr. Bergeron was
highly involved in Evening
Classes and taught part time at
Essex Community College and
Anne Arundle Community
College.
He has been a Consultant and
Instructional Technologist to the
Brady Publishing Company
(Prentice-Hall), Reston
Publishing in Virginia, Harper
and Row and Southerland in

California.
Since 1976, Dr. Bergeron has
worked on Patient Appraisal and
Care Evaluation (PACE) Project
for the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
He has also worked with the
National Institutes of Health,
developing
proposals
for
Congress to fund in kidney
research, as well as with the
National Cancer Institute and
some of their training programs.
As well as being very active in
all these projects, Dr. Bergeron
has written books and assisted
others in doing so.
In 1975 he wrote "A Program
Text for Emergency Care". 2030,000 copies are sold a year. In
1976, "The Fibro System
Manuel". This Manuel is used in
Hospital labs. This month a
French edition is being printed.
Also in 1975 he wrote a series of
Emergency Care Tapes to train
Emergency
Medical
Technicians. This year he was
one of the Consultants for the
book, 'Emergency Cardiac
Care". He has developed a dozen
or so slide tape shows (35 mm).
For the tapes he wrote the
instructional
guide
and
developed the slides for them. He
has written 4 slide tape modules
dealing with microbiology and
hospital induced infections.
His plans for the next several
years include hopes to develop
Histology at Ixmgwood, work
with clinical pathology anc
programs in the allied Health
Fields.
Dr. Bergeron plans to do
research with cancer of the
Lympthatics and continue to
work with Government Agencies
in Washington, D.C. Possibly in
1978, he hopes to come out with a
Program Text in Medical
Terminology.
On the subject of education, Dr.
Bergeron feels that the most
important part of college is to
establish communications. The
college campus is the beginning
of this and then they should
spread jt to the rest of the world.

MARGUllES CPS
Have A Happy Thanksgiving, You Turkeys!
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American Film Festival Presents
Screening Of Red Ribbon Films
By MARY DLNAVANT
The American Film Festival
for 1977 is offering something for
everyone. From November 28 to
December 2, the Red Ribbon
Winners will be shown at
Longwood in the Bedford
Building. This will be their only
screening in Virginia. White
whales and how to buy a better
used car are some of the films'
highly diversified topics. There
are also children's films in the
collection.
The films are being presented
through the efforts of Miss
Barbara Bishop, chairman of the
Art Department. Dr. Hooker,
professor of Film Studies, and
Dr. Nancy Vick, director of
Audio-visual Services.
Lower Dining Hall
Tuesday Night, November 22 — 8 P. M.

Largest Private Film Collection

$1.00
Refreshments Will Be Sold

Owner Speaks At Longwood

Longwood Students Star In The
Blackjack Blue Grass Band
BySTACEYSMITH
A new band has been formed at
longwood. Their name, "The
Blackjack Bluegrass Band,"
member Hank Dahlman says,
they started as a joke." The
members of the band are:
Sophomores Charlie Mason, who
plays guitar; Dale Roller, who
plays banjo; Norman Harris,
who also plays guitar; Andy
Pittard, who plays Mandolin;
Junior Hank Dahlman, who plays
bass; and their technical man
who also helps with vocals.
Freshman Jack Tolbert. All are
music vocal majors except Dale
who is majoring in piano.
The band was basically
organized while the young men
were in Florida. They began
jamming together and also

played a few "gigs" while they
were there. Also they have
played
at
Longwood's
coffeehouses and open mikes.
The group plays traditional
Bluegrass, some Gospel, and
songs ranging from John Denver
to tester Flatt and Earl Scruggs.
They also perform songs written
by some of the band members.
The musicians along with
Candy Dowdy of the Admissions
office have arranged to work with
Admissions to help recruit
students for longwood. They
have just returned from
Roanoke's Tanglewood Mall
where they played for two and
one-half hours attracting some
450 people to the area, while the
representatives
talked
to
perspective students. Their first

A tentative schedule of the
screenings is below. All students
an invited to attend
& ience
The Environment
Mon., Nov. 28. 3.30-5:00,
00
10:00 p.m.
Children's Films. Tues.. Nov
29, 4:00-5:30 p.m.
Fiction-Music, Tues., Nov 9
7:00-10:00 p.m.
Sports-Health-Safet) Wed..
Nov. 30, 4:00-5:15 p.m.
Social Concerns
Therapv.
Wed., Nov. 30, 7:00-10,00 pin
Cinema, Thurs., Dec. 1, 4:005:15 p.m.
Arts and Crafts, Thurs., Dec. 1.
7:00-10:15 p.m.
Business and Industry, Fri..
Dec. 2, 3:00-5.00 p. in
Anthropology, etc., Fri., Dec. 2,
7:00-1:45 p.m.

paying job is in two weeks, in
Martinsville.
Hank sees their major problem
right now is equipment. Mr. I.B.
Dent has lent them some
equipment and Dr. McCray has
been helping considerably. Hank
feels that they are at the point of
becoming well known and they
will overcome this problem in the
near future.
Many of the men are also
involved in other bands. Charlie
and Dale are members of the
"Bluegrass Blues Band" and
Andy and Hank are involved in a
jazz band and the Music
department's stage band. They
are also thinking of organizing
other bands for jazz and music
for older people. Hank says, "We
are basically having a lot of fun."

By KATHY ROGERS
On November 15 at 1:00 p.m., a
professor
at New
York
University and two other schools
in New York presented a talk on
art direction in films. After his
talk, he screened excerpts from
rare films from his own private
collection; the most unusual
being a hand-tinted color film
done in 1904 in France.
Mr.
Everson
owns
approximately 8,000 films, which
made up the largest known
private collection in the world.

His special field is the history of
American film, and he has
written
and
researched
numerous books on film history
He has also worked in Hollywood
and Britain doing production and
research.
Since the knowledge of his visit
was on such short notice, many
people missed the program. Miss
Bishop, chairman of the Art
Department, hopes to have Mr
Everson return in the near future
to give everyone a chance to hear
and see some rare films.

The Lasting Impressions
Of Jon Ims
By Margaret Hammersley
Friday and Saturday, Jon Ims
a
few
lasting
He picked up the guitar at 19, created
learned how to play from a chord impressions. Many of Friday and
book and began a new hobby. Saturday's audience were
Nine years and some 137 songs returning faces, with a list of
later, he writes.
requests.
A
multifaceted
Who do you think you are
performer, Ims is a storyteller.
Haphazzard and slipshod
His words have something to say;
Kunnin' over my life
some are philosophical, some are
Treading on my soul
portraitures, some are pure fun.
Yet not only are his messages
related in lyrics, but also in his
I want you to love me
But it has to be true
melodies, his voice, and his body;
1 don't want you half-hearted, the combination of which,
Half-hearted won't do
produces complete audience
Used by Permission appeal.
1977 Jon Ims
A peculiarity of Ims is his
Probably the most talented style of transition. As most
song writer to appear here in performers simply introduce
concert is Jon Ims. The 28 year their next song, Ims converses,
old Errie, Pa., native now and often uses a sequence of
naming Colorado as his home, chords to pace the rhythm of the
has been out of college and on the following song.
Bouncing across the stage he
road for the last four years.
Travelling extensively, he's busy goes into "Here comes your
with the business of living. The wandering fool," and superbly
three day tengwood appearance inflects his voice, adding
was his last coffeehouse before dimension to the created
returning to Colorado for a couple character. And he sings.
You know that I love you ou-ou,
of weeks' rest.
And you know what I say is
In concert last Thursday,

true-ue-ue
And all night long we're gonna
00-00-00
Here comes your wandering
fool.
With the transition of a soft
sequence of chords, the body
slows down, and the audience
quiets, ready for one of his
newest songs, "Welcome to LA."
With the soul piercing lyrics and
melody, the song emotionally
builds and fades, entangling the
listener. The slow, fluid rhythm
of Ims' body parallels the
dynamics of the song
The Romance died
He went on the road again
She followed her dream to
Southern California
He sits in Wisconsin now
Staring at motel walls
While she traces the moon
along some distant shoreline.
1977 Jon Ims
Ims is at a particular stage now
where he is writing love songs,
"about wanting love, or having
love, or almost having love and
i Continued on Page 71

The dynamic Jon Ims in concert.
Photo: Dave Phillips
having it slip through your writes of a Dairy-Q-queen with
fingers, or people being double dips, and of Kunberly To
unfaithful to each other, every Kimberly, who thought she was
facet of it." "Carrie" speaks of a Mary Hart man, "I built B new
man wanting another man'.*- shrine to her ... an outdoor
woman, "There's always a catch commode."
As he often tells humorous
and a casualty." Melancholy
chords
accompany
"The stories of his songs, the humorous
crossword puzzle and the preface to Home is where the
wedding band . . . hands that hearts supposed to be," was
reach for the man/when the man intended to cover up some of the
can't be reached," of Women in pain. Singing of parents and
home
waiting."
Home is where the heart's
But then smiling, he recalls
spending an early morning in a supposed to be
But it ain't here anymore
furniturele.ss apartment listening
to Nina Kayle perform. A
'Die heart left here fifteen
peaceful song, he writes to her, years ago
"I've never heard a song quite
When I was too young to know.
like your song before."
In a more humorous vein he
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FROM THE EDITOR
A day doesn't go by that someone doesn't
complain about something, "Judicial Board is too
Powerful." —
"Legislative Board shouldn't do
this" — 'Residence Board shouldn't do that," and
occasionally there's a compliment wedged
inbetween. To prevent future complaining,
something can be done today.
I'-til ions to run for major-minor offices may be
filed today until midnight. If you have ideas that
you <l like to plac< before the student body, ideas
thai you'd like to implement — do it. Tell the
studenl body what you'd like to do. Ask us what
we (I like to ee you do.
Inform us before the election of your campaign
platform. Through communication with the student
body, you will more than likely receive more
support. On your petitions to run, state what your
intentions are when elected. Post campaign
banners. In your compaign speechs, define your
position on issues, answer the questions of the
students.
Students must also participate to produce an
effective, responsible campaign. If you are not
running for office, support someone who is. Be
aware of who's running, and of his platform. Attend
the campaign speechs. The speechs occur the
evening before election; listen to the candidates,
ask them questions. And most importantly, vote!
The voting population here is not extremely
large. If you don't vote, then vou may have no room
to complain later.
Candidates and students, communicate with
each other. Student leaders should be the
spokesmen for students. Students should be
concerned enough to decide who they'd like to
represent them, and then work to see those people
elected.
Th< major-minor elections are the most
important of college elections. Much has happened
in and among the boards this year, both
progressively and regressively. Do you want things
lo continue .is they are. or do you want some things
chai ged? Decide and vote. Let's make this election
A productive and responsible one.

Commentary

Feasting Habits Of The Troglodytes?
By JOHN CARTER
College life has many different
effects upon its members. One of
the most obvious changes is
observable in the student
cafeteria. Where students were
once tame and docile they
become wild animals ravaging
iheir food with a hitherto
unknown lust and gusto.
Before the college experience
the students were perfect models
of Emily Post's young adult.
They chewed with their mouths
shut, asked politely for the food to
be passed to them and had their
napkins neatly spread out over
their laps. College, however, is a
totally different story. Mandibles
wildly slash the air as the
students greedily stuff more and
more food into their mouths.
They gruffly order that the food
be shoved in their direction and
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meal and on individual plates. In
the school atmosphere, however,
just the opposite occurs. Dessert
is often finished off in a
community effort before the
main course arrives and it is rare
that the time is dispensed with to
put the dessert on separate
dishes. Usually the dessert tray is
set in the center of the table and
utter chaos ensues. Knives and
forks lash out across the table in
a mad, frenzied effort to
dominate the gormandizing.
When the minor wounds are
inflicted this appears to only
enhance the eroticism and major
riots may break out.
All in all the college cafeteria
can be an exciting place to visit
and is rich with sociological
experiences and insights. Bring
your own spear.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Longwood
Spirit
Dear Editor:
Since August, 1973, I have
wanted to write a letter to you,
but I keep putting it off. That was
the month we arrived on campus
with our eldest daughter, Pam
(who is now teaching). Our
second daughter, Tricia, is a
sophomore.
I have always been impressed
with the students and faculty on
campus, their friendliness,
warmth and just all around good
manners have always made us
feel so ""good" when we arrived
on campus for any event.
Truly, I/)ngwood is a unique
school.
Saturday at the funeral of
Kathy Scott, once again the
students expressed their warmth
and love of their classmate.
I am proud of all of you as a
student body and as individuals.
Keep up the good work.
I pray that each of you will
learn something from the loss of
Kathy and that her death will not
be in vain. Please all of you drive
more carefully on the roads.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Raymond J. Whitehurst
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napkins are unheard of, in fact,
they are regarded to be distinctly
uncouth.
At home the food is usually
served with separate serving
utensils in the respective dishes.
F.verything is neat, clear, and
order is maintained. At college it
is
"everybody do your own
thing" and within these loose
boundaries some students show a
distinct flair for the original.
Students can often be seen
digging into the roast beef with
the fork they just finished eating
their salad with. Utensils lacking,
they simply use their fingers.
These are not the only
deviances to be found when the
two habitats are contrasted. One
of i he most peculiar rituals lo be
observed is the one pertaining to
dessert. In normal ' situations
dessert is usually served after the
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Support Major
Minors
Dear Editor,
As we look ahead toward
another year for our student
government, we need to consider
the qualities we are seeking in
our government leaders. We will
be seeking people who will first of
all represent the student body.
This may seem trite, but if we do
not elect people who will
represent the ideas and needs of
the students, even though they
are sometimes not the same as
their own personal feelings, the
role of the student government
will just become a farce.
In addition to representing the
student body, members of the
boards should possess honesty, a
sense of justice, be able to work
with other members of the board
and with the administration, and
be willing to really work and
devote time to making the desires
of the students a reality.
All year the boards have taken
abuse; now is your time to do
something about it. If you have a
i rue desire to make the boards
work and feel you can help them
to be what they should be, run for
an office. Don't worry if you have
not had the experience with the
boards; often the best people are
those who are new, but are
willing to learn and work for the
students.
RUN FOR AN OFFICE! There
is still time. Just get an
application and turn it in to
Rennie Bruno by 12:00 tonight.
Thank you,
Sara Jo Wyatt

From H-S(.
Editor:
Please allow me to relate an
incident which occurred last
week at the Red Lyon
Restaurant. I believe that your
readers will find it worth noting.
On Thursday evening, October
27, some friends and I were in the
Red Lyon drinking a beer.
"Happy Hour" was in effect and
the room was packed with people,
which caused it to become
uncomfortably hot. To alleviate
the discomfort we went to the
auxiliary entrance at the front of
the building and stood in the
doorway. We were each careful
to put our beer down out of sight
and not to drink them, so as not to
- violate any ABC Board laws

which prohibit both the taking of
open beer from the premises and
the consumption of beer in public.
I even went so far as to ask three
patrons, who wished to exit
through this door with open
beers, not to do so. These
individuals complied so that, to
the best of my knowledge, no
laws were broken.
Then, without warning, the
proprieter, Mr. Bob Fetterman
grabbed my right shoulder, and
at the same time that he
physically pulled me inside, he
loudly ordered us out of the
doorway. I objected mildly,
attempting to explain that we
were extremely uncomfortable;
that we were ensuring that no
laws were being broken; and that
we would greatly appreciate
being allowed to remain where
we were a little longer. To this he
replied by again shouting for us
lo clear the doorway, while
simultaneously taking my left
shoulder, pushing me inside, and
then slamming it in our faces.
At no time did Mr. Fetterman
ASK us to move from the
doorway or offer us any reason
for his DEMAND that we move,
nor did he attempt to offer any
apology for the lack of proper
ventilation, much less for his
physical abuse of a customer..
Needless to say, I was
somewhat angered and I turned
to a friend and articulated my
feelings toward Mr. Fetterman,
which I candidly admit are quite
unpublishable. (I must point out
that at this particular time, Mr.
Fetterman was outside on the
sidewalk, and the door which he
had just slammed closed was
(Continued on Page 8)

A Look At Longwood Estate
By CERESA HANEY
The logwood House is a
beautiful structure with a wealth
of historical background. It is
also the lovely home of President
and Mrs. Henry Willett and their
four sons, Rodney, Scott, John
Todd, and Henry, III.
The land that the longwood
House stands on was purchased
in 1765 by a Scotsman, Peter
Johnston, who built the original
IiOngwood House. The name
longwood is believed to be
derived from the Scottish word
ix)ughwood," which was the
name of the Johnston castle in
Scotland.
In 1811, the Ixmgwood Estate
passed from the Johnstons to the
Abraham B. Venable family. The
original Ixmgwood dwelling, the
home of the Johnstons, was
burned soon after the estate
came into the possession of
Nathanial E. Venable, nephew of
Abraham Venable. Therefore, in
1815, Nathaniel Venable erected
the present longwood House.
Nathaniel E. Venable and his
wife Mary Embry Scott had
eleven
children,
which
necessitated the construction of a
large house.
In 1873, upon the death of
Nathaniel and Mary Venable, the
I AHigwood House and 200 acres of
land were sold to Wright Barber.
The Barbers allowed the dwelling
and the grounds to run down. The
estate remained in this condition
until 1928 when the house and 88.7
acres of land surrounding it were
purchased by the State Teachers
College in Farmville (Longwood
College). In 1936 the college

purchased an additional 14.88
acres from the Barber heirs,
increasing the total acreage
owned by the college to its
presept 103.58 acres.
Mrs. J.L. Jarman, wife of the
president of the college was
responsible for restoring the
estate to its former beauty when
it was purchased in 1928. Mrs.
Jarman established the house as
a recreation center for the
students of the college. The house
was used for various social
events by the girls of the college,
including dances, teas, and
slumber parties. The I-ongwood
House also became renowned for
its "I/Migwood buns." These buns
have become a tradition and are
still served each year at the
founders Day reception at
Ixmgwood Estate. The house still
hosts the library that was
established by Mrs. Jarman, on
the second floor of the house. On
the door of the library is a
placque given in memory of Mrs.
Jarman.
When President Willett came to
Ix>ngwood in 1967, plans were in
progress for the construction of a
new home for the presidents of
the college. However, upon
inspection, the longwood House
was found to be structurally
sound, and at the Willett's
request the house was restored
and established as the president's
home in 1968. The entire Willett
family and other members of the
faculty, including Col. John Carr
and his wife, helped to restore the
house to its present condition.
The house, as it exists today, is
essentially the same structure

The furniture at I/mgwood
House is owned partly by the
college and partly bv the Willetts.
The high boy in the drawing room
is an outstanding piece of
furniture because of" its size and
fine detail. It is a mahogany
reproduction and belongs to the
college. The portrait of Rodney
Willett in the same room was
done by Susan Davenport, a
graduate of Longwood.
The mahogany Irish Wake
table behind the sofa in the living
room was purchased in 1976 by
Dr. and Mrs. Willett in Brighten,
England. It is an antique table,
eight feet in length and when fully
opened will seat twelve. The
coffee table in front of the sofa is
an antique child's dining room
table. The mahogany Queen Anne
slipper foot game table was made
around 1750.
When Dr. Willett was in

Appalachian Culture To Others
however, nothing was ever
forgotten. Women continued to
use iheir mother's quill patterns,
and men were still using woven
baskets to collect vegetables.
Ix>nely women in remote areas
goi satisfaction from quilting and
rug-making, and all through the
mountains there were musical
instrument makers.
Today in the Appalachians,
crafts are thriving, and there are
many types of craftspeople there.
There are the elderly men and
women who work at old
traditional crafts, and there are
also the young trained carvers,
weavers, silk-screen artists, and
textile designers. The traditional
handicrafter makes the same
pioneer products that his parents
and grandparents did using the
same techniques.
Since the arrival of the earliest
settlers, singing, dancing, and
fiddling
have
been
the
predominant
means
of
entertainment
in
the
Appalachians. When children all
over the states were taking piano,
clarinet and trumpet lessons, the
Appalachian instrument-makers
sere still making dulcimers.
Recently,
the widespread
interest in folk music has brought
dulcimer makers orders from all
over the United States. Likewise,
fiddlers' conventions and other
country music competitions
continue to be important social
and cultural events with
bluegrass and "old-lime" playing
being prevalent.
One of the most varied and
commonly practiced crafts in the
southern Appalachians is dollmaking.
The
doll-makers
continue the tradition of using
available materials to shape
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built by Nathaniel Venable in
1815. The only real change over
the years has been the
modernization of the house. The
walls, floors, and staircase all
exist from the original from the
original Venable house.
The Ungwood Estate dwelling
is still used for entertaining, with
approximately 3,000 guests
passing through the house last
year alone. Each the Willett's
entertain a number of college
groups including the student
government leaders, freshman
Class members, old CHI
members, athletic teams, and
"young alumni", who are
entertained at the yearly
Oktoberfest party.

Revival Of Crafts Tradition Brings

By KAREN SHELTON
Piecing quilts,
weaving
baskets, and making dulcimers
arc just a few examples of the
painstaking handwork that the
craftspeople of Appalachia still
practice. The first settlers who
came to Appalachia - eight
states that rise to a peak in
Virginia and slash through West
Virginia. North Carolina, South
Carolina,
Kentucky.
and
Tennessee into Alabama and
Georgia
made household
items, musical instruments, art
objects, and toys from the
abundant natural resources. The
people's isolation in the
mountains kept the crafts
tradition, their way of life, alive.
At first, the mountain people
had to make their own quilts,
axes, barrels, linen thread, and
clay pots because there was no
other way of getting them.
Therefore, making needed
objects became part of the daily
routine. Usefulness was the
major criteria for making things,
but smart workmanship and
taste could easily make the
objects ones of beauty as well.
There were many artistic men
and women who created beautiful
wooden spoons, chairs, churns,
and coverlets, but their major
concern was the object's utility.
By the late nineteenth century,
factory made items began to
infiltrate the mountains, and
crafts began to die out. In order
to provide a means of income for
the mountain people, interested
outsiders initiated a crafts
revival. They saw in this revival
of the crafts tradition a potential
source
of
economic
improvement.
Many called it a crafts revival;
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iheir "people." Nuts, corn cobs,
corn husks, dried apples, and
wooden clothespins are some of
the frequently used materials
Aft er i he dollars are crafted, they
are carefully dressed in handsewn clothes. Many Appalachian
dolls are expressions of the
highest level of craftsmanship
and artistry.
Dolls are not the only toys
made by the craftsmen of the
Appalachians. Many toys are
carved from wood and intricately
jointed so that they can move in
strange ways. Slingshots, too, are
popularly fashioned by the
mountain craftsmen.
Decorative arts are also part of
the Appalachian crafts tradition
Woodcarving, snake canes,
wooden and corn husk flowers,
and coal craft are several forms
of this art. Making canes from
young tree trunks which have put
forth bark and wood in a strange
fashion because of the pressure of
vines is one of Appalachia's most
unusual decorative arts. These
canes are much more decorative
than useful.
In Appalachia, craftsmen also
lake pride in their artificial
flowers made from natural
materials like corn husks and
wood. These flowers have an
appeal that manufactured
artificial flowers lack.
In connection with crafts, most
people consider wood, clay, and
plant products as natural
materials. However, in West
Virginia, coal is also a natural
material. Consequently, many
people in the state have become
interested in carving coal, and it
has become part of the crafts
(Continued on Page 8)

Longwood Estate, the home of the Willett family.
Photo by Lori Felland
England five years ago, he
purchased the oak dresser found
in the dining room. The dresser
dates to the late 1700s. The
walnut dry sink, also found in the
dining room is probably the
oldest piece in the house. It was
made in the early 1700's.
All of the copper and brass
pieces found in the house are
antiques, coming from many
countries.

The longwood House does
indeed have an interesting
background. Through the years,
it has changed from a lovelyhome filled with children, to a
run-down dwelling, to a
recreation center for college
girls, and has once again been
transformed into a lovely home.
Source:
The
Story
of
Longwood, by Jane Waring
Huff in (June 1945).

Dr. Bowington Produces
Educational Film
By LINDA CARRILLO
The high priest lifts the
machete and prepares to
sacrifice a chicken to gain the
favor of a Mayan idol. The
Indians gather around him as he
conducts the religious ceremony
on a mountain.
This ritual, which has never
been filmed before, is included in
Dr. E. W. Bowington's film.
Whatever Happened to the
Mayas?"
The
education
professor's film focuses on
present-day Mayans in an
attempt to determine the decline
of
the extensive
Indian
civilization.
In an interview, Dr Bowington
explains that three million people
left the rain-forests in the
highlands of (Guatemala during
800-900 A.I), for the rocky
Yucatan area in Mexico Called
the "Great Descent," the move to
Yucatan and the subsequent
collapse of their culture has yet to
be explained.
Discussing the theories of overpopulation, soil erosion, and
religious revolt, Dr. Bowington
added that "Nothing was
destroyed, no evidence of
fighting, no burning. We will
never know the reason, but
maybe we can look at the people
as they are today, and get some
clues."
His
personal
theories
concerning the cause of the
decline deal with the fact that the
Mayans "were very superstitious
people. Everything was mystical,
everything tied into religion.
Even today they light candles to a
stone God. (they are very serious
about this.")
Dr. Bowington explained that
the Indians may have revolted
against their priests who told
their followers that the Gods
promised a good harvest. When
the crops failed, the Myans
organized a religious revolt.

In addition to their religious
beliefs, the Mayans arc noted for
Iheir
architecture.
art,
astronomj. advanced arithmetic,
and calendrical calculations.
Directed toward grade levels 59, the film's objective is to lay
out some facts, open up some
doors, let the kids move on it."
Dr. Bowington feels thai the
material in the fun should not be
presented as the definitive
source. Instead, he wants to
encourage students to question
and carry out further research on
their own Therefore, his film
centers around a "What do you
think'" approach. He also adds
that none of hi:, finis contain
maps because if a teacher asks
a student what he knows about
Peru, he'll say that it's pink."
Thus, the film is presented
from an educator's viewpoint.
Dr. Bowington emphasizes that
his films are short to allow time
for a proper introduction and
class discussion. This film on the
Mayas is m effect a Dmgwood
production, as Reeny Manlev
performed the music and Mr.
Robert Woodburn of the speech
department narrated the film.
A former history teacher in the
public schools, Dr. Bowington
maintains a deep interest in Latin
American history since it is an
area that has been so badly
neglected, there's just not
enought material on it available
to the teachers." He bacame
involved in pre-Colombian
Americans while attending the
University of the Americas.
The material for the film on the
Mayas is based on research
compiled from his travels
through Mexico, Central and
South America. Currently
corresponding with several
publishers and Encyclopedia
Brilannica for further films, Dr.
Bowington hopes to have his
films presented at I/ungwood.
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Activity Therapist Begins
Teaching Career At Longwood
B) CONNIE RAKBOL'K
What's this
Another male
down there in tin I ibb-F rent h
menf '■■
u'll find Mr.
nasJ Steinoi her, a nati<
m, Iowa occupying one of
the offices for Therapeutic
tion instructors. Mr.
Steinocher received his Associate
of Arts degree from Kirkwood
Community College In Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. He received his
B.S. m Physical Education and
his M.A. in Recreational
Education, from the University
.if Iowa in Iowa City in 1976.
Before coming to longwood
College, Mr. Steinocher worked
one and B half years at the
University of Iowa Hospital
School as an activity therapist. In
i Ins position he worked with
physically disabled children and
people age 5-21, through a
program
of
recreational
activities. While working on his
M.A., he worked with the Bureau
of Education for handicapped
Research Grant at the University
of Iowa.
This semester Mr. Steinocher
is involved with several courses.
He teaches Introduction to
Therapeutic Recreation, a
freshman level course, and

Adapted Physical Education, ;i
two part (durst offered first and
second semester He conducts the
Sports Safety and Athletic
Training course. This course is
designed to prepare students with
an emphasis in coaching in their
major.
Mi
Steinocher
commented that, "Many times
student teachers tin the field of
physical education) may be
asked to be assistant coaches."
This course gives these students
a background in such things as
"taping an athlete" for sports
and selecting "exercises for
athletes." Camping Skills is
another course taught by Mr.
Steinocher. You may recall a
camping outing at Goodwin I-ike
held on November 12th. This
outing was part of the Camping
Skills course. A similar outing is
planned for next semester
through this course. Next
semester Mr. Steinocher will be
very involved with supervising
internships. Therapeutic
Recreation and the Medical
setting, a course which is being
offered for the first time, and
adapted Physical Education are
the two main courses he will
teach next semester. Therapeutic

hV( reation and the Medical
Setting will be conducted in the
classroom, but hopefully include
field trips, one possibly to the
(rippled Children's Hospital in
Richmond.
Mr. Steinocher enjoys all
spectator sports. He is and has
been involved in golf, fishing,
bowling and summer baseball.
His family enjoys camping. A
special
interest
of
Mr.
Steinocher's is taxidermy, which
he says he will become more
involved with when he finds the
time.
Mr. Steinocher stated that he
likes the atmosphere of
Longwood
College.
In
commenting on the size of the
Tom Steinocher is Longwood's new therapeutic recreation
college he said that it "is good to
teacher.
start out in for teaching." One
Photo by Nancy Cosier
factor bringing him to longwood
was a desire to experience the
teaching aspect of therapeutic
recreation as compared to the
role of a practitioner which he
held before. Mrs. Steinocher
added that it is friendly here.
Having Mr. Steinocher as a part
of Ixmgwood College will truly
help maintain that friendly
By CELESTE HOLT
characteristic.
Under the watchful eye of gymnastics team are: Dede
Coach Budd the Longwood Kirkpatrick. Debbie Harrison,
College gymnastics team has Lisa Haynes, Claire Gilless,
been hard at work since Linds Hitt, Bunny Wadsworth,
September. The girls have been Dede Wolk, Kristie Balmer,
practicing five days a week, 2-3 Debbie Simms, Margie Quarles,
and Kelly Kent.
arms using her 160 pound hours a day.
Iinda Hitt, a freshman on a
husband as a rifle. Of course,
The team's first meet is on
Mrs. Todd does not gain any gymnastics scholarship, January 13, when they travel to
monetary rewards from her commented, "The team is really compete against Appalachian
hobby. She does it because she looking great. I think we have a and East Carolina.
enjoys lifting weights and this lot of potential, and will go really
Good luck for a great season
hobby has proved to her what she far."
L.C. gymnasts!!
The members of the 1977-78
is capable of doing.

Longwood Gymnasts
Look Ahead

Superwoman — Mrs Jan Todd
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
A woman that can lift over 400 gym with her husband. Once, she
pounds'.' Think that's nonsense? saw a 113 pound woman dead-lift
Well try telling that to Mrs. Jan 225 pounds. She talked to the
Todd, who at 5 ft. 7 in. and woman and decided that she, too,
normally 165 pounds, is thought could lift weights.
to be the world's strongest
Before April, when the first
woman based on weight lifting. It weight competition for women
is believed by researchers that was held at Nashua, New
women come close to men's Hampshire, women had to
strength and even excel! them in compete against men. Often the
the lower part of the body.
women were not welcome and
in a power-lifting contest held had to weigh nude before male
earlier this year in Slephenville judges or required to wear a jock
Crossing. Newfoundland. Mrs. strap.
Todd raised a total of 1,041.8
Mrs. Todd wants to lose enough
pounds. She lifted 424.4 pounds in weight from her 107.5 pounds
he squat, which Sports which she weighed in June to
Illustrated describes as when compete in weight lifting, to enter
"Ihe contestant backs under a the 181 pound class. Eventually
bar resting in a rack slightly she hopes to get to the 165 pound
below shoulder height He lifts dass and still be able to lift the
the bar off the rack onto his same amount of weight.
shoulders. takes a
step
Presently Mrs. Todd teaches
backward, then does a deep knee 10th and 11th grade English at
bend."
New Germany Rural High
In the bench press, she lifted School.
176.4 pounds, For tins event the She also started a weight lifting
contestant lies on a bench with club there and twenty five of the
Ins feel on the floor and are club members competed in the
handed the bar b) spotters The first women's competition.
lifter brings the bar to his chest
Mr and Mrs. Todd live happily
and then extends his arms on their 100 acre farm in Nova
completely with the bar
Scotia in Lunenburg County.
The final event, the dead lift, is raising cattle and maistiffs and
when the contestant brings the growing hay and vegetables.
weight up from the floor and l'he\
use no mechanical
comes to a standing position. machinery on the farm, relying
Mrs Todd dead lifted 441 pounds on horses to plow and a wood
during the competition
burning stove for heat. Jan Todd
Mrs Todd broke records for all even cans her organically grown
her lifts, except the bench press, vegetables.
which fell M pounds short of
Believe it or not. this extremely
American Cindj Reinhoudt's strong young woman, in high
record The men's bench press School was named Bett) Crocker
record is 610 poounds, held l>> Homemaker of Tomorrow. She
Wayne Bouvier of Canada
had to keep house while young
The men's dead-lift record because her mother and her
holder is Don Reinhoudt with 885 father had left home when she
pounds.
was 12. The onlj sport she
Terry Todd, Jan's husband, is a participated in at Plant City High
prominent power lifter, who at School in Plant City, Florida, was
one tune held 15 world records m swimming.
this sport. He organized the first
Mrs. Todd is reminiscent of
power lifting championships m professional strong woman Katie
York. Pennsylvania, In 1964, Sandwina, a ti ft l In., 210 pound
where he won the super heavy performer in the Ringhng Circus
weight division
during the IMO'l In her act, Mrs.
Mrs Todd became interested Sandwina would carry 600 pounds
in weight lifting while going to the on her back or do the manual of

Policies And Practices Of AIAW
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Most of longwood's women's
Intercollegiate Sports belong to
the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women, which is the
female equivalent of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.
The AIAW consists of nine
regions divided by states
Virginia falls into Region II.
along with North Carolina. South
Carolina.
Tennessee,
and
Kentucky. Each state has an
affiliate organization of the
AIAW
The AIAW sponsors state,
regional,
and
national
tournaments in fifteen sports;
basketball, fencing, gymnastics,
tennis, track and field, volleyball,
badminton, cross country, golf,
skiinu. swimming and diving,
softball. field hockey, and
lacrosse. Snow skiing was first
introduced this year. When an
interest
for
a
Regional
Tournament in a certain sport is
indicated, then Region II tries to
incorporate it into its schedule.
Regional berths for such sports
as golf and swinuning and diving
are decided through individual
scores, instead of as a team.
Only the 800 active member
schools can compete on the
regional-national tournament
levels. Region II encompasses
128 member schools.
Dr. Barbara Smith, a physical
education
professor
at
longwood. is the Region II
chairperson, who serves as a
representative to the national
AIAW. Her job is to act as a
liaison between the two groups.
She also mu^t attend all Regional
t hampionships in order to rule on

any ethics or eligibility problems
that might occur.
Recently Dr. Smith attended a
national board meeting in
Tucson, Arizona. In five days
they passed 122 motions. There is
a possibility that the AIAW may
change its small college-large
college divisions. This will affect
Ixmgwood, because right now a
college is permitted to choose
what division in which it will
compete.
For
example,
longwood is in the large college
division in basketball and small
college division in volleyball.
This possibility, along with rules
and regulations of the National
Championships, will be discussed
at the Delegate Assembly
meeting in January in Atlanta,
Georgia. Also the AIAW
scholarship policy might be
changed.
In
the
present
AIAW
scholarship structure, the
students must initiate contact
with the school. Dr. Judy Johnson
explained that this is "aimed at
doing most of the recruiting
through
admissions.'
Scholarship offers to student
athletes arc handled by the
admissions offices. Dr. Johnson
added that "this protects the
student
athlete
from
harrassment." Invitations for try
outs must be open to all those
interested in the sport. letters of
Intent by student athletes are
signed off the campus, with no
pressure from coaches. The
AIAW handbook notes that the aid
to the student must be continued
yearly if the student performs
well
academically
and

athletically, and obeys the Code
of Ethics for Players.
This scholarship policy differs
greatly from the NCAA, which is
divided into three divisions.
NCAA coaches can make the
initial contact with student
athletes. Students who the school
has invited to visit are
reimbursed for any expenses
incurred during their stay.
Title IX of the NCAA states that
member schools must give
women's athletics a fair share of
the athletic budget. Since 1973 the
NCAA has tried, unsuccessfully,
to discourage this part of their
constitution. Guidelines of
implementing Title IX have been
published by the Health,
Education,
and
Welfare
Department. Member schools
have a deadline to complv with
Title IX by July 1978. The NCAA
appears to be very reluctant to
have this rule complied with and
has been attempting to discredit
the Title IX manual.
Dr. Barbara Smith says that
Title IX means that since 1972
there is to be equaal opportunity
for men and women athletes; it
does not mean dollar for dollar
expenditures. All student athletes
deserve the same opportunity to
compete.
According to Dr. Smith, the
aim of the AIAW is to keep
education in sports. If violations
of recruiting rules are made, then
there might be an educational
loss. She added that AIAW does
not compete with the NCAA. In
fact both organizations attend
each other's meetings and work
together.
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MENs BASKETBALL — 1978
November 25-2*
A — Tipoff Tournament: Christopher Newport
or Virginia Wesleyan (2 nights)
November 29 — 7:30
H — St. Paul's
December 1 — 7:30
A — Eastern Mennonite
December 5 — 8:00
A-St. Paul's
December 8 —7:30
A — Averett
December 10 — 7:30
H-Radford
January 9 —7:30
H — University of North Carolina at Greensboro
January 11 —7:30
A — North Carolina Wesleyan
January 17 —7:30
A — Greensboro College
January 18 —7:30
A — University of North Carolina at Greensboro
January 21 —8:00
A — Liberty Baptist
January 25 — 7:30
H — Averett
February 2 —7:30
A — Mary Washington
February 4 —8:00
A-Radford
February 6 — 7:30
H — Ferrum
February 10 — 7:30
H — North Carolina Wesleyan
February 15 — 7:30
H — Christopher Newport
February 18 — 7:30
H - Liberty Baptist
February 21 —7:30
H — Mary Washington
February 23-25
A — Bluef ield Tournament
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Men Travel For Al Morgan
Classic Dec. 3
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The
Longwood
men's
basketball team has been invited
to play Concord College in the Al
Morgan Classic to be held
December 3. The Classic will be
at Greenbriar East High School
in Athens, West Virginia at 8:00
p.m.
This event is sponsored by the
Bendix Environmental and
Process Instruments Division
Management Club (EPID). They
hope to make this into an annual
two day tournament throughout
the years.
Liberty Baptist College was
invited first to play Concord, but
they had a prior tournament
engagement. The liberty Baptist
coach suggested that EPID ask
t Longwood to play.
Dr. Henry I. Willett, Jr. has
said that the Al Morgan Classic
"highlights the men's athletic
program this year."
All proceeds from the Classic
will go to Greenbriar East High

School. Half of the proceeds are
to be placed in the Al Morgan
Memorial Fund to build tennis
courts for the high school and the
rest will go into a special
undesignated fund.
College cheerleaders will be on
hand to cheer for Ixwigwood in
West Virginia. Tickets will be
available for students through
the Student Union. The tickets
are priced at $3.00 for adults and
$2.00 for students. Transportation
for those interested in watching
the team play Concord, will be
provided by S-UN. For $5.00
(ticket and transportation)
longwood students will be able to
leave in one or two vans
December 3 at 2:00 a.m. The vans
will be returning after the game.
Al Morgan was an alumnus of
Concord College. He coached
basketball atGreenbriarMilitary
School from 1944-66, winning 200
games against freshmen, junior
college, and military schools in

the Eastern United States. After
CMS closed in 1966, he went to
Greenbriar High School as Head
Basketball Coach. Later he went
to coach at Greenbriar East High
School, where he sent four teams
to the State Tournament. His
team won the Tournament in
1972; the same year he was
named West Virginia Coach of
the Year. tater he was named
Athletics Director at Greenbriar
East High School.
During his career, Al Morgan
coached many fine teams and
athletes, including All Americans
Buz Wilkerson of University of
Virginia and Bill Hardin of
Hampden-Sydney. This
dedicated coach died from a
heart attack earlier this vear.

m
m m
fc.AoA. Action
By ALDA BROWN
The tennis intramurals have
been completed and the winners
are as follows: Clara Baxter,
women's singles, Don Leftiwich,
men's
singles.
Volleyball
intramurals are almost over.
Many of the volleyball matches
are very close, and the
competition is stiff. A three way
tie for first place in the women's
intermediate division between
Frazer, Cox and AST will have to
be decided in a play-off.

SPORTS
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - 1977-1978
November 29 —3:00
H-Norfolk State (V)
December 1 — 7:00
H-Ferrum (JV)
December 3 —1:00
A — UNC - Greensboro (V & JV)
December 6 —4:00
A — William and Mary (V)
December 9 —7:00
H — Bridgewater | V i
January 10 —7:30
H — American University (V)
January 11 —7:00
A-Richard Bland (JV)
January 13-14

A — High Point College Round Robin (V)
January 17 — 4:30
H-liberty Baptist (JV)
January 17 —7:00
H-Radford (V)
January20- 7:30
H — Morris Harvey (V)
January 20 — 5:00
H-Richard Bland (JV)
January 21 —3:00
A — Madison (JV)
January 21 —5:45
A- Madison(V)
January 25 — 7:00
A — Virginia Union University (V)
January 27 —4:00
H — Hartford Community College (JV)
January 28 — 2:00
H — East Carolina University (V&JV)
January 31 — 7:00
A-liberty Baptist (JV)
February 1 — 7:00
A — Virginia Commonwealth University (V)
February 4 — 6:00
A — Old Dominion University (V)
February 7 — 7:00
H-VPI&SU(V)
February 9-11
A — Winthrop Invitational Tournament (V)
February 16 —7:00
H — University of Virginia (V)
Feb. 23-25 or Mar. 2-4
A - VFISW State Tournament^

Intertube Water Polo matches
will be starting soon.
Basketball intramurals will
begin shortly after the Christmas
break so start thinking about
getting your teams together

Jon 1ms
(Continued from Page 3)
With the promise of "We'll all
get obnoxious here tonight," he
kept the audience hanging
around for the second and third
sets, at which time he comes
back and fulfills his promise . .
He assumes a fixed, paranoid
stare — shifts his eyes to the left
— to the right — jumps up and
down and screams — and sings
(?) "Solitary ain't no fun at all."
That's his version of the theme
song for "One Flew Over The
Cuckoo's Nest."
Getting down with the blues, he
deepens his voice, sets his body in
motion and bellows "But she
knew me^6nd when she saw my
tuna comin/she knew I was no
chicken of the sea."
And adding a little two-step to
his stage choreography, he sings
"And the juke box is playing that
same old shit," in "The
Bottomless Pit."
As the evening lengthened and
the beer cans piled up, the
audience was quite receptive to
"Jack Daniel Jack Daniel what
made you so good/1 drunk a lot
. more of you than I should." And
who doesn't love a sing-a-long,
especially with the refrain, "Get

the shit out of dodge."
In tan cords and his adidas
polkaingacross the stage, Jon Ims
spoke to the audience, touched
their emotions ... a true artist.
Earlier in an interview, Ims
spoke of himself, learning to like
himself, growing as an artist.
When traveling and being by
oneself for long periods of time, it
is essential to like oneself. Ims
comments, for the past four
years while out of college, "I've
been really working on myself...
to continue to grow as an artist, I
have to continue to know myself,
and to know the world so I ca:i
write songs about it." H..
continues, "The better the songs,
it shows the more I know of
myself."
With the acquiring of maturity,
"The songs are just coming right
out of every part of me, and it's
totally unconscious - jumping
around on stage, all that - It's all
unconscious."
From "Good-ole what's-hername" to "Achilles Heel" •Half of me's crazy, and half of
me isn't at all " Jon Ims.

Skiing isn't just fun,
glamour and
excitement.
It's health, fitness
and happiness too.
Skiers rrally know how to live.
And knowing how to live is one "I
the secrets of ■ long life. To live
better
to live longer, means lak
ing the simple rare to exercise well
Mecause regular exercise is the only
way to keep all of your 600 musclei
in shape Especially the niosi mn.or
lant one
your heart.
So. check into skiing at a ski .in .1
or shop near you. Or hike, or hike or
play squash or swing a tennis ri
Join i In- people going lor the
good life.

Public .'service Advertucrnrrii
for the I'resi'lent s ( MIHCil
on Physical Kit nets
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If you
won't
read
these
7 signals
of
cancer...
You probably
have
the 8th.
1. Change m bowel or
bladder habits
••A :;ore that fines not
heal
3. Unusual bleeding ur
discharge
4. Thickening or lump
in breast or elsewhere
0. Indigestion or diffi
culty m swallowing
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Revival
Of Crafts
(Continued from Page 5)
culture.
Like other crafts in the
Appalachian region, those
involving the production and use
of cloth have their roots in the
pioneer past. Quilts were made
by all pioneer women to serve a
basic need, and today it is a craft
enjoyed by many. Rug-making,
like quilting, is another pioneer
crafi that never required a
revival. Kven when factory made
carpels became available in
Appalachia,
housewives
continued to braid, hook, and
weave rugs. Today most of the
braiding, hooking, and weaving
of rugs in the Appalachians is
done by older women who
remember watching their
mothers, grandmothers, and
aunts in the motions of rugmaking.
("rafts are practiced in the
southern highlands for pleasure
and profit, and in Appalachia, the
crafts tradition is thriving.
Information for this article
taken from Mountain People,
Mountain (rafts by Elinor
lender Horwiiz.

O. Obvious change in
wart or mole

DID YOU KNOW?

7. Nagging cough or
hoarseness

A conviction of a DUI
offense could result
in a loss of your
operators license for
a period of up to 6
months, a fine of up^^.
to $500, and a jai jj=<
sentence of up to h%1
months for the first-&*/
offense. A***.*** /}sfif

8. A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detecting cancer at an
early stage A stage
when it is highly cur
able Everyone's afraid
of cancer, but don't let
it scare you to death

Letter To The Editor
«Tt*A*wttmaCouxll

.Continued from Page 4.
between us.) At any rate, in no willingly his right to ASK anyone
more than thirty seconds, Mr. to leave his establishment for
Fetterman was at my right side whatever reason, justifiable or
again and this time he literally not. But there can be no excuse
threw me out the door. When I for a human being, especially the
objected, he threatened to call proprietor
of
a
public
the police, even though I was establishment, who treats a man,
outside on the public sidewalk, I and in this case a paying
refused to leave the area and customer, with such disdain,
asked him why I was being thereby demonstrating for all to
removed. Mr. Fetterman replied, see, his complete lack of
in so many words, that he did not appreciation for proper courtesy
like the characterization of him and gentlemanly conduct. And
which I had made to my friend- the physical abuse of a patron is
and which he had obviously even more scornful.
overheard—and that his order for
I am only glad that the othei
us to move had been sufficient as merchants and the proprietors ol
it stood-without any explanation. other dining establishments in
When I suggestedthat his Farmville understand and
methods are somewhat less than appreciate the value of a good
courteous and gentlemanly, he customer, whether it is a local
stormed away. About ten minutes resident or one of the more than
later he came outside and I ihree thousand college students
requested, quite politely I assure who live here nine months of the
you, a moment of his time to year.
discuss the matter, and he
It is a sure bet that Robert
Fetterman
will never see another
consented. I apologized for
having gotten so incensed, but no penny's worth of my business.
sooner did I begin to suggest that Not that I am so obtuse as to think
customers are more properly that he will notice or care: 1 am
treated, at the minimum, with sure he will do neigher. BVut let
common decency, not to mention him act as he pleases. The public
respect, than he again stormed will not long tolerate such abuses
and I mean "stormed" away, from such people; I am content to
screaming that he did not need to stand on principle.
hear such...
Respectfully,
Be that as it may, there is no
George Wright, IV
doubt in my mind that Mr.
Hampden-Sydney College
Fetterman DOES need to hear P.O. Box 198
AND HEED such advice, Hampden-Sydney College
whether it comes from me or Hampden-Sydney, Virginia 23943
from anyone else. I grant

The Slack Shack
College Plaza
Farmville, Va.
Girls' Izod Shirts
Spring 78 Colors $8.50
Girls' Button Down Oxford Cloth Blouses $9.95
ENTIRE STOCK SWEATERS
ON SALE

BEER

Open Fridays Until 8:00 P. M.

FROM ONE BEER LOVER TO ANOTHER
JtW SAKS COMPANY

lynchburg. Vo.

Send one...Take one home.
Our FTD

Thanksgiver
Bouquet.
i 'uii-i one lei I li.inkvjivmi!
I hursday. Novembei 24! \
ham si .'i fresh fall [lowers
in .i ttoxen basket, lor yrnir
'Iks hack home Show them
win thoughts .in- with ihem.
We send flowery pi.mis
almost anywhere, irw 111)
»;i) ( all «M si,.p
in tod IJ
l
PRICE:
$10.00. $12.50 and $15.00

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
Annual Christmas Showing
Dec. 2 And 3
Refreshments & Prizes

MRS. DORIS
E.S.P PALM READER AND ADVISOR
Vdvice given on all affairs of life such as love, marriage,
courtship and business transactions of all kinds.

We really u

around ... for you!

( MITER'S
OWERSHOP
1 Block F
«pital
Across from i itholic Church)
T«Ieph< i 392-3151

There is no problem so big she canned solve
Ml readings are prh ate and strictly confidential
Mrs Doris is lo< atedin her private home on U.S. 60, just 2 miles
wesl dt Cumberland Courthou
1 or further Information and directions call Mrs.
Doris at 1-492-4571.
Full Life Reading $3.00

Bennie, an army veteran
with a service disability,
has his life complicated
further by multiple
sclerosis. He and his wife
were without money,
friends, job prospects. Vve
helped him, over many
months, to get his full VA
benefits. And now, when
he needs us, we make
home visits.
There's nothing very
unusual about this Red
Cross story.
It's the kind of job we do
every day. Which is why we
need your support more
than ever. Help us. Because the things we do
really help. In your own
neighborhood. And
across America. And the
world.

Bennie
Ward
counted
onus.

VWre

counting on
you.

+

M CTOM. Ttw Goo* Neighbor

